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Up to £200 FREE onboard spending money, add a week in Barbados from just £350, one in ten go FREE on
group bookings and save up to £300 on 14 night cruises
Thomson Cruises (http://www.thomson.co.uk/cruise.html) has today previewed its Caribbean Winter Sailings
(http://www.thomson.co.uk/cruise/itineraries/caribbean-all-itineraries.html) from December 2012 to April
2013 and unveiled some fantastic early booking offers, which will be available to book from Thursday
(10th November). The sailings will feature in Thomson Cruises new brochure that will launch next month.

Customers booking their Caribbean Sailing
(http://www.thomson.co.uk/cruise/itineraries/caribbean-all-itineraries.html) for Winter 2012/13 early can
take advantage of the unmissable discounts on offer, including up to £200 FREE onboard spending money
and Cruise & Stay offers, with the opportunity to add a week in Barbados to a seven night cruise, at
selected hotels, from just £350 extra per person. A 14 night Caribbean Treasures Cruise and Stay
(http://www.thomson.co.uk/cruise/cruise-and-stay/caribbean-treasures-21-cruise-and-stay.html) on board
the Thomson Dream (http://www.thomson.co.uk/cruise/ships/thomson-dream-ship-details.html), spending seven
nights on a room only basis at the Coconut Court in Hastings, Barbados costs from £1349 per person
departing from London Gatwick or Birmingham on 6th January 2013.
If those offers weren’t enough, Thomson Cruises has fabulous offers on outside cabin upgrades from £70
per person per week as well as group bookers benefitting from brilliant savings with one in ten going
FREE. Customers should also not forget that all tips and service charges are included in the price of
the cruise, so there will be no unexpected costs once onboard. Couples can also save up to £200 on 7
nights on Caribbean Treasures Cruise on board Thomson Dream based on two adults sharing a 4/5 inside
cabin departing from any UK airport on 6th January 2012 with prices from £999. Alternatively save up to
£300 on 14 nights on the Caribbean Treasures / Tropical Delights Cruise on board Thomson Dream
(http://www.thomson.co.uk/cruise/ships/thomson-dream-ship-details.html) based on 2 adults sharing a 4/5
inside cabin departing from any UK airport on 6th January 2012 with prices from £1499.
For couples and groups wanting to escape the kids completely and would love a week on the high seas,
Thomson Cruises’ Transatlantic Sunset and Caribbean Crossing will be exclusively for adults next
Winter. There’s also plenty to keep customers entertained with Live the Dream workshops that include
the delicious Art of Chocolate Making, the creative Art of Painting and Drawing and the imaginative Art
of Book Writing. A 14 night Transatlantic Sunset Cruise
(http://www.thomson.co.uk/cruise/itineraries/transatlantic-sunset-itinerary.html) on board the Thomson
Dream based on 2 adults sharing a 4/5 inside cabin departing from London Gatwick or Birmingham on 9th
December 2012 on a full board basis costs from £1199 per person
Fraser Ellacott, Managing Director of Thomson Cruises said, “Our Caribbean sailings will be continuing
onboard the Thomson Dream next winter and to celebrate we are offering some fantastic early booking
offers. As the third largest cruise line in the UK, we are committed to offering great value for money,
which we know in this current climate, is more essential than ever. We also understand that there should
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be no hidden costs when booking a cruise and that once onboard customers should be able to kick back and
relax, this is why we include all tips and service charges in the price of our holiday. We are very
excited about our winter programme in the Caribbean next year and hope customers take advantage of our
early booking discounts.“
END
For more information contact Laura Woods on 01582 648 730 or email
laura.woods@tui-uk.co.uk or alternatively contact Grace Jones on 01582 648 725 or email
grace.jones@tui-uk.co.uk
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